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UTTAR HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM

Sales Instruction No. U- 11..1201'?-
From

Chief Engineer/Commercial,
UHBVN, Panchkula

To

All CEs (OP), SEs (OP), XENs (OP), SODs (OP),
JEs-1In-charge Sub-office in UHBVN

Memo No.Ch- 21/XEN/R-APORP/24/CE/C-1
Dated: 28 -/.1.11

Subject: Advisory for Abnormally High Bill cases under R-APDRP and
MRBD Operations.

While review of system generated AT&C loss reports of R-APORP
towns, it has been observed that there are instances of High Billing Efficiency
cases (even more than 100%). On further analysis of billing data, it was observed
that generation of abnormally high bill cases is on the rise and these high billed
cases are not being taken care of by OPs at pre-audit stage. These abnormal bills
have a very destabilizing impact on system generated AT&C loss reports which are
uploaded regularly on IPOS/NPP portals and are in public domain. Now
sanitization of system generated AT&C loss reports is one of the larger perspective
set forth by the management.

In view of the above, all field officers are required to follow the
following instructions:-

1. MRBO agencies shall be instructed to carefully record readings of meters in
case where there is mismatch of previous reading and current reading.
KVAH reading shall also be recorded along with KWH where ever available
for respective Tariff category i.e. LT and NOS.

2. Cases of abnormal high bill shall be reviewed on one to one basis and shall
be taken care of at Pre-audit stage in the system. Cases of such abnormal
bills shall be referred from MIS CM_03_009 (High Bill Cases) and be
corrected on contingent basis before bill printing for distribution to
consumers.

3. Correction of such bills, if required, shall be done by following adequate Bill
Revision methodology for which detailed instructions were issued in the past
and multiple levels of training have been imparted to field officer~ and
officials.

4. It has been observed that field officers are still performing wrong BRs which
are in violation of already issued instructions. BRB are still being performed
against BR2/BR3/BR4. For correction of current bill, BR3 shall be performed
invariably. For correction of bill for a period having more than one billing
cycles, BR4 shall be performed. In both these BRs, system automatically
does the calculations of adjustments of amount and units.

5. For correction of bills which cannot be corrected automatically from the
system and where manual entries are required, BR2 is essentially required
to be performed. In this process, only chargeable amount and units to be
billed are to be entered in debit column. The adjustment of Credit units is
done by the system automatically i.e. System automatically cancels the
units (Units Only) of all Bills (Bill 10 Selected to Bills of Latest Period) for
which current reading has been entered in BR2.
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6. For non energy adjustments (covered under schedule of general and
miscellaneous charges like ACO, SCC, MSC etc.), BR1 is invariably
performed.

7. BR5 is performed to adjustment against Audit Observation, Court Decision,
Approved Scheme, Realization through TEO/JV, Open Access Energy,
Non-Posting of Amount Paid, Theft of Energy, Unauthorized use of Energy
and Penalty for Unauthorized Extension of Load.

8. Officers and officials may attract penal action if found violating these
instructions.

for strict and meticulous compliance.

The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned

\ ---p
Supe~ding Engineer/Comml

forChief~
UHBVN, Panchkula.


